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MINING CONFERENCE 2019
Welcome back!
Thank you for joining the 21st annual Mining Health and Safety Conference. This year, the
theme is Preparing for high-risk emergencies in mines and celebrates the 90-year anniversary
of Ontario Mine Rescue. The conference features a variety of professional and communitybased keynote speakers, as well as an industry panel.
Darby Allen, popular motivational and crisis leadership speaker, talks about his experience
spearheading the evacuation of Fort McMurray during the Alberta wildfires in the spring
of 2016. Diamonds in the Rough, the first ever all-women mine rescue team recaps their
experience at the International Mines Rescue Competition in Russia. Ted Hanley and Shawn
Rideout of Ontario Mine Rescue cover the historical milestones of the mine rescue program
in Ontario, and discuss challenges facing mines today. Mannas Fourie, Chief Executive
Officer of Mines Rescue Services in South Africa, discusses progressive approaches for mine
emergency response.
On Wednesday, you’re invited to visit with more than 30 vendors at the Information Exchange
Trade Show and network with your colleagues.
Thursday technical sessions feature presentations on the topics of mining health and safety
research and innovations, mine rescue, safety culture and management systems, workplace
well-being and mental health, and occupational hazards.
On Thursday afternoon, the innovation and safety awards luncheon recognizes achievements
in mining health and safety, Keith Hanson discusses the results of the Vale mental health
study and speaker Ron DiFrancesco wraps-up the conference with a presentation about
mindfulness and overcoming survivors guilt and post traumatic stress disorder after being
caught in the 9/11 terrorist attack in New York city.
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2019 Mining Health and Safety
Conference Mobile App
Take advantage of the Mining Health and
Safety Conference App to make the most of
your conference and trade show experience.







View conference program
Customize your conference day using
App schedule
‘Agenda’ tab to provide feedback on
presentations
‘Maps’ tab to find trade show vendors

FREE WI-FI
Network: IHG Connect
Password: paris

HOW TO INSTALL THE APP
1. Visit eventmobi.com/app and click
appropriate App store logo for your
device.
2. Launch app and enter event code:
MININGCONF2019

Follow @WSN_news on Twitter
#MiningSafety2019
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YOUR CONFERENCE HOST
About Workplace Safety North - Your local health and safety partner
An independent not-for-profit, Workplace Safety North (WSN) is one of four health and
safety associations in Ontario, and the only one based in the north. WSN provides provincewide Ministry-approved workplace health and safety services for mining and forest products
sectors, as well as businesses and communities across northern Ontario.
With health and safety specialists located across the province, WSN and its legacy
organizations have been helping make Ontario workplaces safer for more than 100 years. As
a leading provider of health and safety services, businesses and communities call upon WSN
for expert advice and training. For more information, visit workplacesafetynorth.ca.
Services: Safe Workplace Ontario third-party business health and safety certification
program, Workplace Safety and Insurance Board safety group incentive programs, business
health and safety program and culture audit, and on-site health and safety consulting.
Training: Ministry-approved courses: Joint Health and Safety Committee Certification,
Health and Safety Rep, Working at Heights Safety Training, mining and forestry common
core mandatory skills training.
Additional training includes Competent Supervisor, Positive Psychology, Leadership
Essentials, Emergency Preparedness, and Mine Rescue.
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CONFERENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Workplace Safety North would like to thank the Mining Health and Safety Conference Advisory
Committee for their guidance in developing this year’s conference.
Bruce Fraser
Manager of Safety Training and Leadership Development
The Redpath Group
Darrell Gillis
Business Development Manager
Conspec Controls Limited
George Mondoux
Health Safety and Risk Manager
Kirkland Lake Gold
Joanne McGillis
Northern Regional Office Supervisor
Electrical Safety Authority
If you would like to join the Conference Advisory Committee, please contact Gaby Lemon at
(705) 670-5707 ext. 310 or gabylemon@workplacesafetynorth.ca.
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TUESDAY OPENING RECEPTION
Opening Reception sponsored by:

4:30 - 7:00

Opening Reception - Everyone Welcome!

		
		
		

Join us in the Solarium for the conference kick-off. Check in early to
beat the Wednesday morning rush. Enjoy appetizers, bar service, live
music, and artwork from high school student health and safety initiative,
‘Have That Safety Conversation.’

6:00 - 7:00
		

CEO Spotlight: Unique challenges in South Africa mining –
Extreme depths and illegal mining

Mannas Fourie
		
Chief Executive Officer
		
Mines Rescue Services South Africa
		Presented by Dräger, Keynote Sponsor.
		

		
		
		
		

Mannas Fourie is Chief Executive Officer of Mines Rescue Services South
Africa. He will talk about the challenges of managing different South
African gold mines as well as his experiences as a mine rescue volunteer
and team captain. Pre-registration required.
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WEDNESDAY AT A GLANCE
Wednesday, April 10, 2019
Georgian D and E
7:00 - 8:00

Breakfast (Georgian ABC)

8:00 - 8:15

Conference Opening
Angele Poitras, Conference M.C., WSN Community Engagement
Specialist

8:15 - 8:30

Conference Welcome
Paul Andre, WSN President and Chief Executive Officer

8:30 - 9:30

It takes a team: Developing unity in crisis
Darby Allen, Former Fire Chief of Fort McMurray

9:30 - 10:00

Health Break (Solarium)

10:00 - 11:00 Diamonds in the Rough: Overcoming the odds
Diamonds in the Rough, first all-women mine rescue team

11:00 - 12:00 Industry Panel: ‘Mine rescue as a development tool for leadership’
Dr. Jeffery Kravitz
Mannas Fourie, Mines Rescue Services South Africa
Simone Hensher, Glencore
Dave Bernier, Pan American Silver
12:00 - 1:00

Lunch (Georgian ABC)

1:00 - 2:00

Ontario Mine Rescue celebrates 90-year anniversary
Ted Hanley, Ontario Mine Rescue Vice President
Shawn Rideout, Ontario Mine Rescue Chief Mine Rescue Officer

2:00 - 3:00

Progressive mine rescue response in South Africa
Mannas Fourie, Mines Rescue Services South Africa
Chief Executive Officer

10:00 - 5:00 Information Exchange Trade Show - Solarium and Georgian ABC

10
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WEDNESDAY PLENARY SESSIONS
8:00 - 8:15

Conference Opening

		Angele Poitras
		Conference M.C.
		
WSN Community Engagement Specialist

8:15 - 8:30

Conference Welcome

		Paul Andre
		WSN President and Chief Executive Officer

8:30 - 9:30

It takes a team: Developing unity in crisis

		Darby Allen
		Motivational and Crisis Leadership Speaker and Former Fire
		
Chief of Fort McMurray
		In spring 2016 during the Alberta wildfires, Darby Allen spearheaded
		
the evacuation of Fort McMurray’s entire population while the rest of the
		
world watched. Throughout the ensuing weeks of operations, he worked
		
tirelessly with first responders and volunteers, who came from around
		
the globe to assist. Darby offers guidance on how to be a stoic, quick		
thinking leader in tough situations.
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WEDNESDAY PLENARY SESSIONS
9:30
9:30--10:00
10:00

Health Break
Break –– Solarium
Solarium
Health

10:00-11:00

Diamonds in the Rough: Overcoming the odds
Diamonds in the Rough
First all-women mine rescue team
For decades, women have been involved in the mining industry,
however they represent less than 3 per cent worldwide. In mine
rescue, women are represented even less. In 2018, Diamonds
in the Rough, the first-ever all-women mine rescue team attended
the International Mines Rescue Competition. Their participation
was intended to show the world that women in mine rescue are
an untapped resource and bring many advantages to the field.
Increasing diversity is a way to not only increase the bottom
line for the industry, but advance safety through safe work
practices and emergency response services.

11:00-12:00
Industry Leaders Panel: Mine rescue as a development tool
		for leadership
		
		

Dr. Jeffery Kravitz
JHK & Associates Consulting

		Mannas Fourie
		Mines Rescue Services South Africa
		Simone Hensher
		Glencore
		Dave Bernier
		Tahoe Canada
		Moderator: Ted Hanley, Ontario Mine Rescue
Industry leaders discuss mine rescue as a tool for leadership. Your
participation is encouraged in the question and answer session, as well as
in the general discussion between the panel and the audience.

12
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12:00
12:00--1:00
1:00

Lunch –– Georgian
Georgian ABC
ABC
Lunch

1:00 - 2:00

Ontario Mine Rescue celebrates 90-year anniversary

		Ted Hanley
		Vice President
		
Ontario Mine Rescue
		Shawn Rideout
		
Chief Mine Rescue Officer
		
Ontario Mine Rescue
In 1928, Ontario Mine Rescue (OMR) was born from the tragedy of the
Hollinger Mine fire that claimed the lives of 39 miners in Timmins. Ted
Hanley, OMR Vice President and Shawn Rideout, OMR Chief Mine Rescue
Officer cover historical milestones of the mine rescue program in Ontario,
and discuss the challenges facing mines in Ontario today, including an
overview of a recent significant rescue operation.
2:00 - 3:00
Progressive mine rescue response in South Africa
		
		Mannas Fourie
		
Chief Executive Officer
		
Mines Rescue Services South Africa
Over the past 25 years, Mannas has been involved with South African gold
mines and successfully managed several difficult and challenging mining
operations. Throughout his mining career, Mannas has been exposed to
several underground fires and mine rescue incidents while serving as an
active mines rescue team member and captain. Mannas will discuss the
progressive approaches for mine emergency response in South Africa.
10:00 - 5:00

Information Exchange Trade Show – Solarium and Georgian ABC
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THURSDAY AT A GLANCE
Thursday, April 11, 2019
7:00-8:00 am

Breakfast – Georgian D and E

Georgian A

Georgian B

Georgian C

Solarium

8:00-8:25 am
Mine Rescue – Luxury
or Necessity?
Alex Gryska,
International Mines
Rescue Body

Physiological
Respones of Mine
Rescue Workers
Sandra Dorman,
Centre for Research in
Occupational Safety
and Health (CROSH)

Brow Alert System
Steve Levesque,
Goldcorp - Porcupine
Gold Mines

Shifting organizational
culture: How
leadership can
empower the
workforce to bring
positive change
Brett Webb,
Workplace Safety North

8:30-8:55 am
Mine Emergency
Risk, Readiness, and
Training
Dr. Jeffery Kravitz,
JHK & Associates
Consulting

Laurentian University
Mine Rescue as a Tool
for New and Young
Workers

Disruptive new sensor
for monitoring rock
bolt load and assessing
rock movement

Brenna Greenwood and
Justin So, Laurentian
University

Yves Quenneville,
National Research
Council

Digital dementia: We
are losing our minds!
Lisa Lounsbury,
New Day Wellness

9:00-9:25 am
Underground Mine
Emergency Response
Training
Josh Caldwell,
West Virginia
University

Beyond the
Response Phase!
Building Emergency
Management Programs
in the Mining Sector
Paula Gibson, Glencore

The Digital Tagboard
- Solving tagboard
incidents
Yvan Brule, TopVu
(K4 Integration)

Panel: Hazards
associated with Mobile
Equipment Operation:
Fatigue, Line-ofSight and Situational
Awareness, Vibration
and Posture
Dr. Tammy Eger,
Dr. Alison Godwin and
Dr. Sandra Dorman,
Centre for Research in
Occupational Safety and
Health (CROSH)

9:30-9:55 am
Challenges of mine
rescue in expanding
mine operations
Kent Armstrong,
Dräger
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Investing in workplace
wellbeing – A healthy
workforce is a safe
workforce

Improved access to
health and safety
training using the
virtual classroom

Greg Thomson, Ben
Kropp, and Jenna
Kressler, OSG

Kelly Ann Smith,
Workplace Safety
North

CROSH Panel
continued
Dr. Tammy Eger,
Dr. Alison Godwin and
Dr. Sandra Dorman,
Centre for Research in
Occupational Safety and
Health (CROSH)
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THURSDAY AT A GLANCE
9:55-10:30 am
Coffee Break - Solarium
10:30-10:55 am
Red Lake Gold Mines:
Expansive mine rescue
challenges and 2018
lithium ion battery fire
Loye Halteman and
William McCleary,
Goldcorp Red Lake Gold
Mines

Cold weather
considerations for
mine health and safety
management practices
Robert Stoyanoff,
Golder

Assessing fire risk
for electric-powered
mobile equipment
Darryl Witow, HATCH

Occupational Disease:
Tools and Action
Kimberly O’Connell,
Occupational Health
Clinics for Ontario
Workers (OHCOW)

11:00-11:25 am
Starting an
underground mine
rescue program at
a remote site: Vale
Voisey Bay’s new
underground mine

Challenges and
rewards in working
safely in the far north

Welding Hazards
Judit Nelson

Kenneth Elliott,
Blumetric

Occupational Diseases
in the Ontario Mining
Industry: An update
from the Occupational
Cancer Research Centre
Paul Demers,
Occupational Cancer
Research Centre
(OCRC)

Sid Pain, Vale
Voisey Bay Mine

11:30-11:55 am
Why We Train:
Overcoming
challenges faced at
the 18-hour Vale South
Mine fire call-out
Glen Duffy, Vale Sudbury Operations

Using the BCRSP
Certification
schemes and years of
collective expertise in
delivering competency
assessments

Belt Conveyor
Guarding

DrugTest 5000:
What’s your tolerance?

Glenn Staskus, Ministry
of Labour, Philip Dirige,
Workplace Safety North

Sandi Davis John,
Dräger

Tom Welton,
Workplace Safety North
Awards Luncheon - Georgian D and E

12:00 – 12:30

Awards Luncheon

12:30 – 12:45

Ontario Mining Contractors Safety Association Innovation Awards

12:45 – 1:00

WSN Ontario Workplace Excellence Awards

1:00 - 1:45

Mining Mental Health: Ground support for developing a healthy mind
strategy
Keith Hanson, Vale
Dr. Michel Lariviere, Laurentian University
Dr. Zsuzanna Kerekes, Laurentian University

1:45-2:45

Mindfulness – The Key to Resiliency
Ron DiFrancesco

2:45-3:00

State of the Industry and Closing Remarks
Mike Parent, Vice President, Workplace Safety North
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Your safety, our solutions –

perfectly linked together.

Personal Protective
Equipment

Refuge Chamber
Solutions

Portable Gas Detection

Firefighting

Passion and Know-How perfectly linked together.

For generations, miners have relied on Dräger and our quality products. We
remain committed to supplying innovative and integrative safety concepts to
improve mine safety.

LEARN MORE AT DRAEGER.COM/MINING

EXPLOITATION

MODERN MINING & TECHNOLOGY SUDBURY

MINIÈRE MODERNE ET TECHNOLOGIE SUDBURY

Luncheon

Teacher

Workshops

Mine

SCIENCE

Discover Sudbury Tours

Showcase

Opportunité

Tours

Discover

Science

Sudbury

Modern

Mining

MineOpportunity

Modern Mining & Technology Week
Friday, April 12th to Sunday, April 18th, 2019

Teachers
Workshops

Business

Luncheon

Discover

MMTS Showcase
Science Café

For a complete list of events and times, please visit our website!
www.modernmining.ca

Modern Mining & Technology Sudbury

@ModernMiningSud
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Georgian A
8:00-8:25 am
Mine Rescue – Luxury or Necessity?
Alex Gryska
International Mines Rescue Body
Most jurisdictions have legislated requirements for responding to mine emergencies. There
are considerable differences in structure, response times, types and levels of training which
have evolved and are often based on local historical experience. Global competition and
complacency due to a decrease in number of emergency responses puts added pressure on
all mines to the point that many consider reducing mine rescue budgets and resourcing. This
presentation will review various strategies and approaches that are followed in different
jurisdictions and will give insight into the future evolution of mine rescue.
8:30-8:55 am
Mine Emergency Risk, Readiness, and Training
Dr. Jeffery Kravitz
JHK & Associates Consulting
The presentation discusses a variety of collision avoidance systems to increase safety,
efficiency and productivity in any operation where heavy equipment is active. From
proximity detection to thermal imaging to 360-degree aerial view to RFID (radio-frequency
identification) tagging, there are many methods of addressing the problem of people working
in and around heavy equipment.
9:00-9:25 am
Underground Mine Emergency Response Training
Josh Caldwell
West Virginia University
The threat of fire occuring at any time and place in an underground coal mine is always
present. History has proven that it is not if we are going to have a mine fire but when.
Properly training the workforce about this threat is paramount, and everyone needs to be
prepared to circumvent it. Early detection and trained 'first responders' are the key to safe
extinguishment of early stage underground coal mine fires.
9:30-9:55 am
Challenges of mine rescue in expanding mine operations
Kent Armstrong
Dräger
As mines are constantly growing and expanding so do the challenges for emergency response
teams. They must keep up with the pace that is set by current and future production
techniques. Although mines have now reached depths of several kilometres and their
dimensions and complexity are of an entire city, mine rescue must still be able to reach the most
remote areas within the mine in a swift and safe manner. The duration of breathing apparatus
18
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and physical human capabilities are natural limitations. Therefore, alternative methods must
be explored to extend the time under oxygen for mine rescue teams without putting additional
stress on the team members. To address this global trend, Dräger, Goldcorp and Paus have
partnered together to develop a mine rescue vehicle that allows mines rescue teams to travel
for an extended period of time in a contaminated atmosphere without the use of their breathing
apparatus, thus extending the range of their mission. By application of current available
techniques, the safe expansion of production in a mine can be ensured by giving mines rescue
teams the capabilities to respond to accidents in a safer and faster way.
10:30-10:55 am
Red Lake Gold Mines: Expansive mine rescue challenges and the 2018 Lithium
Ion Battery Fire
Loye Halteman and William McCleary
Goldcorp - Red Lake Gold Mines
This presentation provides an overview of Goldcorp’s Red Lake Gold Mines operation and
review the details of a recent lithium ion battery fire incident that occurred underground.
11:00-11:25 am
Starting an underground mine rescue program at a remote site: Vale Voisey
Bay’s new underground mine
Sid Pain
Vale - Oceans North
This presentation introduces conference attendees to the unique challenges of Vale's remote
Voisey Bay mine in Labrador. With the mine beginning its first ever underground expansion,
the site was challenged to create an underground mine rescue program from the ground up
in time for the start of development.
11:30-11:55 am
Why we train: Overcoming challenges faced at the 18-hour Vale South Mine
fire call-out
Glen Duffy
Vale - Sudbury Operations
On December 2, 2018, Vale mine rescue teams responded to a fire at Sudbury’s South Mine,
and this presentation explores what was required to resolve the emergency.
Georgian B
8:00-8:25 am
Physiological responses of mine rescuer worker
Dr. Sandra Dorman
Centre for Research in Occupational Safety and Health (CROSH)
Mine Rescue was identified as a ‘priority issue’ by the Ministry of Labour’s Mining Health,
Safety, and Prevention Review, in 2015. Recommendations included instituting a fitness
MINING HEALTH AND SAFETY CONFERENCE 2019
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standard and mitigating heat stress. During the International Mines Rescue Competition, held
in Sudbury in 2016, 74 mine rescue workers, from around the world, volunteered to have their
physiological responses measured while competing in the underground mine rescue simulation
to better understand the requirements necessary to meet these recommendations. All workers
wore personal monitors and ingested core temperature capsules (n=54) to assess their heart
rate, respiration rate, energy expenditure, oxygen consumption, core, and skin temperature, and
this data was analyzed in context of both team position and task performed. This presentation
will review the results from this study, including recommendations for workers, safe work
organizations and workplaces.
8:30-8:55 am
Mine Rescue as a development tool for young workers: Experiences of the
Laurentian University Mine Rescue Club
Brenna Greenwood and Justin So
Laurentian University
In 2015, mining engineering students at Laurentian University formed Ontario’s first official
student Mine Rescue program. Operating on a volunteer extracurricular basis, these students
have dedicated their time to learning about the highly specialized field of mine emergency
management and mine rescue response. Now entering their fourth year of the club, this
presentation will share the unique perspective that this training has given them in preparation
for entering the mining industry, as well as discuss some of the highlights and successes of the
club at industry level and international events in the field of mine rescue.
9:00-9:25 am
Beyond the Response Phase! Building Emergency Management Programs in
the Mining Sector
Paula Gibson
Glencore – Sudbury Integrated Nickel Operations
A ground up strategy and importance of developing a comprehensive emergency management
program in mining and mining plants that includes all of the pillars of emergency management,
prevention and mitigation, preparedness, as well as response and recovery.
9:30-9:55 am
Investing in workplace wellbeing – A healthy workforce is a safe workforce
Greg Thomson, Ben Kropp, and Jenna Kressler
OSG
This presentation draws a direct correlation between investment by private business in the
health and well-being of its employees, and an increase in their safety in the workplace.
Following the presentation from last year’s conference, that mental health is physical health,
we will build a strong argument that a healthy workforce is a safe workforce. The presentation
will demonstrate a very positive return on investment for private business following a financial
commitment to the health and well-being of its employees, as well as shine light on the moral
obligation for an organization’s leadership to care for its workforce.
20
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10:30-10:55 am
Cold weather considerations for mine health and safety management practices
Robert Stoyanoff
Golder
One of the challenges in managing occupational health and safety in the northern Ontario mine
environment is cold weather. This presentation includes a discussion of guidance documents
and research findings as well as the professional experience of the presenters in managing all
health risk implications of cold weather mining, and the adjustments and accommodations
required for a well-managed health and safety program.
11:00-11:25 am
Challenges and rewards in working safely in the far north
Kenneth Elliott
Blumetric
This talk covers the challenges and rewards of workplace safety activities in Canada’s far north.
It will include the issues related to travel (accommodations, food, etc.), staffing, as well as the
rewards of imparting safety knowledge, adapting to the culture, the way of life in each unique
community, and the truly unique experiences.
11:25-11:55 am
Using the BCRSP Certification schemes and years of collective expertise in
delivering competency assessments
Tom Welton
Workplace Safety North
In this presentation you will gain a new appreciation for the value of accredited certification
models and how they are applied. Learn how examinations are peer-developed from start to
finish, and how occupational health and safety professionals are working together globally
to ensure the highest quality of certification. The validation survey process is discussed
and how the research supports the certification process. In addition, the presentation will
explore the use of competency-based examination models and the importance of validity and
reliability measures within the context of certification, and how the psychometric analysis of
examinations are useful to certification organizations.

MINING HEALTH AND SAFETY CONFERENCE 2019
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Georgian C
8:00-8:25 am
Brow Alert System
Steve Levesque
Goldcorp - Porcupine Gold Mines
The Brow Alert System was designed to deter LHD operators from manually driving past
the brow line. The system functions by means of two Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
tags mounted in the back of the drift while a tag reader module is mounted on the LHD. The
system has two zones, the yellow zone and the red zone. When the tag reader module on
the vehicle passes by one of the RFID tags, the Brow Alert system is triggered. The system is
only triggered when the tag reader module enters the range of the tag; it is not able to sense
when the vehicle itself begins passing the tag. This prevents the operator from driving the
vehicle any further towards the brow line. Once the vehicle is locked in the red zone only a
supervisor with a supervisor tag can unlock the machine.
8:30-8:55 am
Disruptive new sensor for monitoring rock bolt load and assessing rock movement
Yves Quenneville
Yves Quenneville, National Research Council
Rock bolts are the most commonly used approach today to stabilize mining tunnels. However,
over time seismic activity and blasting can cause shifts in the rock mass that can impact the
load-bearing capacity of the bolts. This can lead to support failures and losses in productivity,
rehabilitation costs, and the risk of accidents with injuries and loss of life. Nevertheless,
efficiently monitoring ground support, remains a tedious and challenging manual task. The
National Research Council of Canada (NRC), in collaboration with CANMETmining, is
introducing a new generation of affordable instrumented rock bolt that called RBSTM. The
presentation will focus on introducing the technology, presenting typical field trial results
and highlighting future activities to adapt the technology to commercial mining practices.
9:00-9:25 am
The Digital Tagboard – Solving tagboard incidents
Yvan Brulé
TopVu (K4 Integration)
For over a century, mines have relied on a tagboard to identify workers in their workplace.
The tagboard is the primary indicator to confirm for mine rescue activities which workers
are underground and which workers are on surface prior to central blasts. Industry has
traditionally relied on education and discipline to ensure compliance, however they
continue to experience a high number of tagboard incidents which place their worker’s
safety at risk. Technology now exists where the miner’s tag includes an RFID chip and the
physical tagboard detects the placement of the tag. This presentation will explain how RFID
technology works and how to apply it.
22
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9:30-9:55 am
Improved access to health and safety training using the virtual classroom
Kelly Ann Smith
Workplace Safety North
The Mining Health, Safety and Prevention review recommended the “occupational health
and safety system must enhance its capacity to respond to the health and safety issues
affecting underground mining in Ontario.” One of WSN’s responses to this recommendation
was to develop a virtual classroom course for Occupational Health and Safety Act and
Mining Regulations, available online in a virtual classroom format. The virtual classroom
blends the convenience of online access with the immediacy of a live classroom trainer. Led
by an instructor, participants interact with others, view and discuss presentations, engage
with learning resources and work in small groups in an online setting. It is perfect for
organizations with employees that are geographically spread out, in city centres or remote
areas. This technology can help make your workplace safer.
10:30-10:55 am
Assessing fire risk for electric-powered mobile equipment
Darryl Witow
HATCH
In underground mines across North America, the surge in interest and adoption of electrified
mobile equipment from diesel could lead to a transformational improvement in occupational
hygiene. The more short-term and high-potential hazard of underground fire must be
considered as we implement this new technology. Engineering calculations to evaluate
and quantify risks for deploying non-diesel equipment are available. This presentation will
overview the process for quantifying underground mobile equipment fire.
11:00-11:25 am
Welding Safety
Judit Nelson
Welding is a common process that is utilized across many industries. It is used in a variety of
applications such as working on feeders underground, welding stainless steel bins the food
industry, fixing farm equipment, or even at home for simple welding jobs. Due to the limited
number of professional welders, welding is not always at the forefront of occupational health.
The welding environment contains gaseous and particulate complex components which
can cause both acute and chronic health effects. The presentation would cover hazards of
welding fumes (general), how to assess fume extraction effectiveness, and available controls
for different applications.
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11:30-11:55 am
Belt Conveyor Guarding
Glenn Staskus
Ministry of Labour
Philip Dirige
Workplace Safety North
Belt conveyor systems are widely used in Ontario mines and mining plants as well as
industrial establishments for movement of material. Over the years, fatal and non-fatal
injuries occurred as a result of workers coming into contact with conveyors, components, and
associated equipment, such as the conveyor head or drive pulleys and improperly guarded
pinch points. Participants will gain a better understanding of the importance of guarding and
maintenance of belt conveyors, components and related equipment, but more importantly,
learn how to identify hazardous conditions and how to properly guard the hazards to provide
optimum safety for workers chronic health effects.
Solarium
8:00-8:25 am
Shifting organizational culture: How leadership can empower the workforce to
bring positive change
Brett Webb
Workplace Safety North
Organizational culture is reflected in everyday experiences in the workplace – shared attitudes,
beliefs, and behaviour – evident in how we perform every aspect of our jobs. As a new and
innovative program, you will be introduced to ‘Leadership Essentials.’ Developed for the
mining industry, the program goes beyond traditional one-time training, to create long-term,
sustainable improvements in organizational culture.
8:30-8:55 am
Digital dementia: We are losing our minds!
Lisa Lounsbury
New Day Wellness
“Digital Dementia” is a term conceived by neuroscientist Manfred Spitzer to describe an overuse
of digital technology resulting in the breakdown of cognitive abilities. Find out why we are
starting to "lose our minds" with the use of "smart" technology and what can be done about it.

24
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9:00-9:55 am
Panel: Hazards Associated with Mobile Equipment Operation: Fatigue,
Line-of-Sight and Situational Awareness, and Vibration and Posture
Dr. Tammy Eger, Dr. Alison Godwin and Dr. Sandra Dorman
Centre for Research in Occupational Safety and Health
Various types of vehicles can be found in industrial workplaces and incidents associated with
the operation of mobile equipment have resulted in worker injury, death, and property damage.
Key contributors to these incidences include worker fatigue during operational time and the
ability for the operator to ‘see’ and to be ‘aware’ of what is in their work environment. Vibration
exposure while operating the equipment, particularly in consideration of the postural demands
of the operation are also key contributors to worker injury. The panelists will speak about each
of these hazards in the context of mobile equipment and profile innovative technologies or
current research aimed at risk mitigation to prevent these incidences. After a short presentation
by each panelist the floor will be opened up of an interactive discussion.
10:30-10:55 am
Preventing Occupational Disease: Tools and Action
Kimberly O’Connell
Occupational Health Clinics for Ontario Workers (OHCOW)
According to Association of Workers' Compensation Boards of Canada data, there were 592
occupational disease deaths in Canada versus 312 traumatic fatalities in 2016, and the rate is
increasing in most provinces. Of course, there are thousands more debilitating but non-fatal
illnesses and health impacts, including occupational deafness, dermatitis and asthma. Between
2008 and 2017, long latency illnesses accounted for the largest proportion of allowed WSIB
benefit costs in Ontario alone. Prevention is needed, and it is possible. It is all about recognizing
the potential for harm and doing something about it.
11:00-11:25 am
Occupational Diseases in the Ontario Mining Industry: An update from the
Occupational Cancer Research Centre
Paul Demers
Occupational Cancer Research Centre
The Occupational Cancer Research Centre (OCRC) is undertaking research to better
understand mining exposures, including crystalline silica, radon, and diesel engine exhaust,
and their relationship to cancer, chronic respiratory disease and neurological diseases. This
presentation will summarize recent results from Ontario mining studies, as well as provide an
update on ongoing projects.
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THURSDAY TECHNICAL SESSIONS
11:30-11:55 am
DrugTest 5000: What’s your tolerance?
Sandi Davis John
Draegar
With the decriminalization of marijuana in Canada and the federal approval of Canada's first
roadside oral fluid screener for law enforcement, workplace fit-for-duty programs are being
reassessed across the country to consider point of collection oral fluid testing. This presentation
will answer the questions you have about how oral fluid screeners work and what's important
when it comes to point of collection testing. Do you have a zero/low tolerance policy for drug
use in your workplace? Have you considered how fast, accurate on-site screening with oral
fluid fits in with your program? At the end of the presentation, attendees will have information
that can assist them in making decisions about their own workplace fit for duty policies.
Georgian D/E
12:00 – 12:30

Awards Luncheon

12:30 – 12:45

Ontario Mining Contractors Safety Association Innovation Awards

12:45 – 1:00

WSN Ontario Workplace Excellence Awards

1:00 - 1:45
		

Mining Mental Health: Ground Support for Developing a
Healthy Mind Strategy

		Keith Hanson			Dr. Michel Lariviere
		Vale				Laurentian University		
		
Dr. Zsuzsanna Kerekes
		Laurentian University
This presentation reveals results and insights from the Mining Mental
Health Study at Vale Canada’s operations in Ontario. The presentation will
cover factors and key predictors of workplace absenteeism and the barriers to
a successful return to work. In addition, guidance on how to develop a mental
health strategy from a systems perspective will be provided.
1:45 - 2:45

Mindfulness – The Key to Resiliency
Ron DiFrancesco
Ron shares the story of surviving the 9/11 terrorist attack in New York City.
He describes how he struggled to overcome survivor’s guilt and PTSD by
focusing on mindfulness, what he has learned is the key to resiliency. For
Ron, mindfulness brings you into the moment, the now. It reminds you
to feel grateful, give back to your community, and focus on what matters
most. Mindfulness not only makes you more resilient and able to take on
any challenge, it also makes you happier.

2:45 - 3:45

State of the Industry and Closing Remarks

		Mike Parent
		Vice President
		
Workplace Safety North
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TRADE SHOW EXHIBITORS
WSN is pleased to welcome the following exhibitors to its 2019 Information Exchange Trade
Show from 10:00 am to 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, April 10 in the Solarium, Georgian ABC, and
exterior parking lot.
Interior - Solarium
1. Workplace Safety North - workplacesafetynorth.ca
2. Technica Mining - technicagroup.com
3. Thermography Medical Clinic - thermographymedicalclinic.com
4. K4 Integration Inc. / TopVu – k4i.ca
5. BluMetric – blumetric.ca
6. ROYER – royer.com
7. Provix Inc. – provix.net
8. Vallen – vallen.ca
9. Cooper Equipment Rentals – cooperequipment.ca
10. Industrial Fabrication Inc. – minecat.com
11. Occupational Health Works – ohclinic.ca
12. Electrical Safety Authority – esasafe.com
13. MY SDS Inc. - mysds.ca
14. KEEN Utility - keenfootwear.com
15. Hazmasters Inc. – Hazmasters.com
16. Pneuma-Tool – pneuma-tool.com
17. Soucie Salo Safety Inc. – souciesalosafety.com
18. Becker Varis – becker-mining.com
19. Avetta – avetta.com
20. NATT Safety Services – tpsgroup.ca/natt
21. Geroline Inc. – geroline.ca
22. Concept Controls – conceptcontrols.com
23. Dräger Safety Canada Inc. – draeger.com
24. Partners in Achieving Change Excellence – yourpace.ca
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TRADE SHOW EXHIBITORS
Interior - Hallway
25. STC Footwear – stcfootwear.com
26. Levitt-Safety – levitt-safety.com
27. Pelican Products Inc. – pelican.com
28. Workplace Safety and Insurance Board – wsib.on.ca
Interior - Georgian ABC
29. Ontario Mine Rescue – workplacesafetynorth.ca
30. Centre for Research in Occupational Safety and Health – crosh.ca /
Occupational Health Clinics for Ontario Workers Inc. - ohcow.on.ca
31. Board of Canadian Registered Safety Professionals – bcrsp.ca
32. Institute for Work and Health – iwh.on.ca
33. Cambrian College – cambriancollege.ca
Exterior - Parking Lot Outside of Solarium
34. Deltion Innovations Ltd. - deltion.ca
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A proud sponsor.
glencore.com

Life matters most.
At Vale, we value life above all else, which is why health
and safety is the number one priority in our operations.
Vale is proud to sponsor the Workplace Safety North
Mining Health & Safety Conference. We look forward
to the opportunity to learn and share experiences
with our friends and colleagues.

For a world with new values.

